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Some industry representatives question
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"The Right Stuff" breaks down the use of the
data into several major categories. Among public
interest users, uses of the data are reported to in
clude:
• educating the public
• "citizen empowerment" to address such issues
as chemical use or emissions from facilities and
the transfer of wastes from out-of-state sources
• demonstrating and battling environmental in
justice in the siting or operation of facilities in
minority or low-income neighborhoods
• litigation against polluters
• campaigns to encourage pollution prevention
A review of the cases included in the report
shows that while pollution prevention is listed as
a separate category, it is also a major component
of many other uses, including public education,
citizen empowerment, and environmental justice.
RTK NET can be accessed via modem by dial
ing 202-234-8570 and logging in under "public"
(entered in lowercase letters) and following the
directions. Unison Institute/OMB Watch's phone
number is 202-234-8494.

Communicating with
the Public About TRI Data
Although a number of leading manufacturers
have embraced the disclosure of environmental
performance data as a positive and necessary step
toward establishing good relations with commu
nities where facilities are located, such disclosure
can be unsettling to companies in industries that
lack experience addressing public questions about
environmental performance and issues.
According to EPA's Hazen, much of the con
cern about TRI has to do with questions regarding
how people will use the data. "In many industries,
the attitude still is, 'I'm not going to give you in
formation unless you will use it responsibly-and
I will define the term "responsibly.'" Many com-

The TRI, P2, and Public Dialogue

panies still don't think the community should have
this information."
The "neutrality" of TRI data allows the infor
mation to be put to a variety of uses, or manipu
lated to illustrate any number of different points
of view, by community members, environmental
activists, public interest groups, industry, or gov
ernment. As a result, although the quality of the
data is sometimes criticized, the real bone of con
tention is typically the manner in which the data
are used. Despite the public availability of TRI data,
gaining access to the information and interpret
ing it is still left primarily to interest groups pursu
ing specific agendas. Thus, it behooves companies
to take a proactive stance and provide their own
explanations of what their TRI numbers mean.
For example, large emitters that issue press re
leases or hold community meetings or briefings to
explain their emissions numbers and describe the
measures being taken to reduce them generally re
ceive less criticism than large emitters that fail to
proVide such information. "They go the extra yard
and explain their numbers to the community,"
Hazen says, adding, "This is typically very effec
tive. I do not have these people knocking on my
door and complaining about misuses of the data,"
Taking a proactive approach is doubly impor
tant in light of the sensational manner in which
TRI data are sometimes presented by the media.
Despite ongoing efforts by EPA
to proVide explanatory informa
tion on what the numbers mean,
Disclosure can be
the media's desire to report "big
unsettling to companies
numbers" often leads reporters to
in industries that lack
aggregate data to form numbers
experience addressing
that look exceptionally large.
public questions
According to Hazen, this is espe
about environmental
cially common in regard to un
performance and issues.
derground injection.
"These numbers, in particu
lar, are sometimes misused," says Hazen, "but we
cannot refuse to provide this information to the
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community. Instead, we include explanatory infor

mation should be proVided in a balanced, objec

mation and urge facilities that are using under

tive manner that avoids a tone that is too self-con

ground injection to communicate with area resi

gratulatory. "Bad news" must not be omitted, lest

dents and the media."

community members discount the "good news"
or believe that the company is deliberately attempt

Good Disclosure versus
"Public Relations Fluff"

ing to hide pertinent information. Omission is of
ten perceived as lying.

Many environmental activists dismiss com

The second communication issue concerns the

pany communications on waste minimization and

level of detail to be disclosed. The appropriate level

pollution prevention efforts as "public relations

of detail depends on the knowledge and interests of

fluff" designed to manipulate public opinion and,

the audience. For example, many community mem

ultimately, environmental policy. For example, The

bers may be interested only in whether facility man

Working Group on Community Right-To-Know

agement expresses commitment to reducing emis

provides a list of questions that community mem

sions and is managing hazardous materials and

bers can pose to facility managers to determine

wastes in a manner that minimizes the likelihood

whether reductions their companies report are

of spills and other accidents. This audience may be

"real" (due to pollution prevention) or "phantom"

more than satisfied with a one-page statement of

(due to accounting methods or transfers behveen

policy from the plant manager and general infor

media). Thus, companies need to provide accurate,

mation on emissions and transfers. These people

objective information accompanied by good ex

may not want to read more detailed material. Con

planations when describing waste minimization

versely, activists or persons who are knowledgeable

and pollution prevention activities.

about facility operations may consider a simple, one

The first rule of communication regarding

page statement to be "public relations fluff." As a

environmental performance is to tell the truth. If

result, some facilities proVide the same basic infor

a company is discovered to be falsifying its num

mation in separate documents--one in overview

bers or putting out misleading information, any

form and the other as a detailed report-to suit the

other attempt it makes to communicate with the

level of interest and knowledge of different stake

public will become suspect.

holder groups. If such an approach is used, care must

In addition, hvo major issues typically must
be addressed to ensure good com

Huge emissions
decreases are not
necessary to win
public approval
of plant operations.

be taken to ensure that the materials do not appear
to be telling different stories to different audiences.

munication. The first has to do

It is particularly important to make sure that the

with framing and presenting the

general, simplified statement does not present a false

information-and how these el

impression.

ements affect the audience's per

It is important to note that huge emissions

ceptions. For example, a com

decreases are not necessary to win public approval

pany that

enthusiastically

of plant operations. This misconception sometimes

emphasizes only "good news"

encourages overstatements of pollution prevention

(e.g., reductions in some areas)

or waste minimization achievements that, if dis

may be perceived as trying to overshadow "bad

covered, will severely damage a company's cred

news" (e.g., no reductions, increases, or accidental

ibility. EPA's Hazen points out, "Communities can

releases in other areas). Although companies cer

be very understanding, even in cases in which a

tainly want to communicate"good news," infor

facility can only hold the line on emissions or re
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duce them by a half a percentage point. The key in

lution prevention opportunities. Most are small

such cases is for the company to communicate to

companies that lack the technical expertise the ECO

the public that they are doing their best."

volunteer brings, and have been enthusiastic about
the assistance offered by CBE. But other companies

Environmental Activists' Use of TRI Data
Environmental organizations throughout the

have refused assistance, some out of concern over
working with an activist organization.

United States are undertaking a variety of initia

Such concerns have arisen in large part because

tives to encourage pollution prevention based in

of instances in which activist organizations have

large part on TRI data. These initiatives range from

used TRI data to place pressure on companies

approaching facilities to discuss their TRI numbers,
holding meetings for the community about TRI

through legal or regulatory
means. For example, Hoelscher

and pollution prevention, and offering technical
assistance, to "hardbaIl" tactics, such as negotiat

says that CBE of lllinois reviews

ing legally binding "Good Neighbor" agreements

SIC code data and matches it to
TRI filings. In cases where it ap

with facilities, filing citizen's lawsuits, and inter

pears that companies should

vening in zoning and permitting activities.

have filed Form Rs but have not

CBE pushes for
companies to commit
to pollution prevention.

Bob Eisengrein, Technical Manager, Acton Citi

done so, CBE issues a 6D-day notice of intent to

zens for Environmental Safety (ACES), in Acton,

sue. "We do this to bring them into compliance,"

Massachusetts, works both with community resi

says Hoelscher. During negotiations to settle such

dents, to educate them about toxic chemicals, and

suits, CBE pushes for companies to commit to pol

with local facilities, to find ways to reduce the use

lution prevention.
Denny Larson of CBE in California says that

of toxics. ACES completed a report called "Toxics in
Acton" in 1992. Of the four companies profiled in

his organization also attempts to negotiate directly

the report, three invited Eisengrein to present the

with industry, but that they use lawsuits when

report and discuss its contents with them. Eisengrein,

necessary "for legal leverage." He points out that,

a retired engineer, attributes his success in initiat

with all the other news items and distractions that

ing these dialogues to "knowing industry and speak

demand corporate and public attention, lawsuits

ing their language." He says he approaches facilities

are often necessary for a community environmen

"not as an activist, but as a mediator who is inter

tal problem "to make it up on the screen." Califor

ested in learning and reporting responsibly."

nia CBE also intervenes in the permitting and zon

Eisengrein is one of a number of engineers who
work on pollution prevention issues through the

ing processes to press for increased community
involvement and reductions in toxics use.

Environmental Careers Organization's (ECO) Tech

ObViously, industry does not care for such tac

nical Advisor Program. The Technical Advisor Pro
gram recruits and places retired engineers and

tics. With all of the competitive and regulatory

scientists in nonprofit and community-based orga
nizations involved in reducing industrial toxies use.

lenges are viewed as especially burdensome. Ac

pressures facing businesses today, such legal chal
tivists appear to differ as to whether the" carrot"

Joanna Hoelscher, Program Director of Citizens for

or the "stick" provides a better approach. Some,

a Better Environment (CBE) in llIinois, states that

such as Hoelscher, believe both are necessary. "We

their ECO Technical Advisor has offered assistance

don't start out being adversarial, but what do you

to several primary and secondary metal finishing

do if the company won't engage in a positive dia

companies in the Chicago area by identifying pol-

logue?" asks Hoelscher.
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Such mixed messages create misgivings among
many business persons about the benefit of public
dialogue on pollution prevention-or at least dia
logue with activists. On the other hand, activists
are concerned that they will not be heard unless
they take strong actions. It is hoped that, as posi
tive dialogue and good facility-community rela
tionships become more common, they will serve
as models for behavior that can reduce the uncer
tainty surrounding such relationships and provide
gUidelines to help facilities, activists, and commu
nity members work together productively. The use
of such models would no doubt free up time that
would otherwise have to be spent on process so
that efforts can instead be applied to addressing
environmental issues.

What Companies Are Doing
To Promote a Dialogue
With the availability of TRI data, many manu
facturing facilities have recognized the need to es
tablish ongoing, positive relationships with their
communities. A number of chemical manufactur-

ers have pioneered community outreach tech
niques that are now models for companies in other
industries. Several of these chemical companies had
been actively pursuing community outreach even
before the inception of TE.I. Examples of some of
the community outreach activities used by
Eastman Chemical Company and The Dow Chemi
cal Company appear as sidebars to this article.
A cornerstone of many facilities' community
outreach programs is the community advisory panel
(CAP). CAPs are composed of area reSidents, who
are intended to reflect a cross section of the com
munity, and are an integral part of the Responsible
Care® initiative, as well as the outreach strategies of
other non-chemical manufacturing companies.
These groups provide facility management with in
sight into community concerns and act as channels
of information about the facility to the rest of the
community. One important role for CAPs is explor
ing how the facilities they work with are using and
managing toxics and preventing pollution.
CAPs are criticized by some activists, who char
acterize them as panels filled with friends of facil

--------_. - - - -

-----

Eastman Chemical Company

'I

Eastman Chemical Company uses a number of community outreach tools, many of which convey information on the company's pollution
prevention efforts or increase awareness of the importance of activities such as recycling. Key outreach vehicles include:

I

• Community Advisory Panels. Eastman's four main manufacturing facilities in the United States have CAPs, which receive updates on the
company's TRI data, as well as facility-specific information, each year. In the case of Eastman's Kingsport, Tennessee. facility, CAP
members meet every other month, or as needed. "We take a lot of issues to them," says Fletcher Dean, Public Affairs Representative for
Eastman. "For example, we'll ask, 'what's the best way to present this information to the community?' And they tell us. They are very
blunt-they will hold us to task and tell us what we do right and what we do wrong."
• Facility Tours. In addition to standard facility tours offered year-round, the Kingsport plant offers special environmental tours for the public
each summer. According to Dean, approXimately 200 people take the environmental tours each year. 'We show them how we manage
wastes-unique types of waste management processes, our pollution prevention initiatives, the wastewater treatment facility, and our
acetone recovery project," says Dean.
• Environmental Annual Reports. Environmental reports for each of the company's facilities, as well as for the corporation as a Whole, are
prepared and made available to the pUblic annually. The reports use the Responsible Care® codes as a format to convey environmental,
health, and safety periormance data. They include specific information from the TRI, as well as explanations of how emissions are being
reduced.
• Education Initiative. Eastman facilities provide speakers who can go out and talk to community groups about the company and all aspects
of its operations. In addition, Eastman's engineers and scientists assist schools with student projects, demonstrations, and programs,
such as "Science in the Summer."

I

• Sponsorship of Consumer Recycling Programs. Eastman's Kingsport facility sponsors the nation's largest stadium cup recycling pro
gram, helping to recycle PET plastic cups at all University of Tennessee sporting events under a program called "Good Sports Always
Recycle." Additionally, the facility gives $500 grants to the top ten schools In the state as measured by recycling efforts.

~

-
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ity management or as nonrepresentative of the
community. Since a nonrepresentative CAP can
not fulfill the vital role it is designed to play, com
panies that are serious about community outreach
should take great care to recruit strong, represen
tative groups. In cases where this has been done,
CAPs have provided valuable assistance in promot
ing open and productive dialogues with the com
munity.
As the Eastman and Dow examples show,
effective community outreach programs also incor
porate other activities and forms of communication
in addition to CAPs. These activities can include
tours and open houses, written environmental an
nual reports, and annual meetings that serve as "re
ports to the community," as well as service to the
community in the form of educational outreach and
assistance in recycling or managing wastes. Some
activities directly facilitate a dialogue on pollution
prevention and other aspects of facility operation.
Others help create an environment that encourages
community members to approach facilities with
comments or requests for information.
"The best community relations is Win-win,"
says Craig Doolittle of Dow Chemical. "You view

The Dow Chemical Company

I

The Dow Chemical Company's Plaquemine, Louisiana, manufacturing facitity engages in a number of community relations activities. Some of these
activities are specifically designed to promote a dialogue, while others are
simply acts of good corporate citizenship.

\

• The Plaquemine facility has an active, 16-member CAP that currently
meets at six-week intervals. One of the ideas generated by the CAP was
the "Dow Live" television show, which now airs quarterly on Sunday morn
ings on the local ABC affiliate. "Dow Live" is the top-rated show in its time
slot, indicating that the community is quite interested in the Plaquemine
facility and its operations.
The first half of the show, which may be' either 30 or 60 minutes in
length, is recorded, and typically features one of the facility's production
plants or a plant-wide issue. The second half of the show is conducted
live, and allows the audience to phone in questions to a panel of partici
pants. The panel typically consists of representatives from the facility's
public affairs and environmental departments, as well as the Respon
sible Care® coordinator. A CAP member or a participant with some spe
cific expertise, such as a toxicologist, usually rounds out the panel. The
questions phoned in by the audience are not screened or time-delayed.
Although many of the questioners ask about environmental issues, some
address community or company issues as well.
• Dow conducts independent opinion polling of the community to deter·
mine what community members think of the company, the facility, and
its performance. According to Associate Environmental Consultant
Bob Kalish, the polls indicate that Dow is doing a good job of controlling
pollution and improving communications with the public. Dow also
maintains a hot-line that community members can call when they have
concerns.
• Dow's on-Site, permitted hazardous waste incinerator is put to some
special uses on behalf of the community. For example, with the permis
sion of the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality, Dow collects
and burns household hazardous wastes such as insecticides, paints,
and photographic chemicals. Dow also incinerates laboratory wastes
(other than biological wastes) from pUblic and private high schools
throughout LOUisiana, and drugs that have been seized by law enforce
ment agencies.

each other with the same respect with which you
would want to be viewed. Community members
should have a platform to voice their opinions

ees' environmental and health concerns. It edu

and they need to see that their input is having an

cates them about their facility's environmental per

effect. It takes time to build trust, hut it's worth it."

formance, its plans to reduce emissions, and its

The Role of Employees

such as the waste minimization hierarchy and Re

public service program, as well as covering topics
Community outreach efforts often have an

sponsible Care(!;. Dow's training also includes prac

unforeseen, positive impact on an important seg

tical information, such as health monitoring and

ment of the public which is often overlooked:

procedures for responding to or reporting spills.

facility employees. Employees are key sources of

This comprehensive training ensures that Dow's

information to the community on all aspects of

employees can speak knowledgeably about their

facility operations. They should be able to be ar

facility's environmental performance to friends,

ticulate about facility pollution prevention and en
vironmental protection initiatives.

neighbors, and other community members. Dow

Dow's regular employee training is an example

Ambassadors," who are then made available to

of a program that is designed to address employ-

speak to school or community groups or others

The TRI, P2, and Public Dialogue

also provides additional training to selected "Dow
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who want more information about the facility's
activities.
Says Doolittle, "It was such a delight when we
began to open up about what we did. EspeciaIIy
for the company environmental people, it was re
aIIy good to be able to talk about what we were
doing in a proactive manner."

State P2 Programs and Community Outreach
Several states have included some aspect of
community outreach in their poIIution prevention
programs. For example, the Massachusetts Toxics
Use Reduction Institute, which is
part of the state's poIIution pre
vention program, has begun ad
The seminars provided
basic information on
dressing the issue of community
facil itydialogue . "We are
community outreach
mandated under the Massachu
to help PIPP members
setts Toxics Use Reduction law to
establish meaningful
provide services to industry and
relationships with
to provide services to communi
their communities.
ties," says Janet Clark, Technol
ogy Transfer Coordinator at the
Institute. "During the first four years, we concen
trated on helping industry reduce toxics. Now, we
have moved to better address service to the com
munity." Clark notes that when the Institute con
ducted a community session as part of a confer
ence on industrial toxics use reduction in the spring
of 1995, it was well-attended. "Companies wanted
to better understand community concerns and
what they needed to know to interact with com
munities." The Institute's program to foster indus
try-community interaction will include informa
tion resources, training, and grants.
Illinois' PIPP Program
The lllinois Environmental Protection Agency
(lEPA) runs a voluntary program involving approxi
mately 200 facilities in the state called Partners in
PoIIution Prevention (PIPP). When PIPP was first
created, IEPA, which has a strong tradition of com
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munity relations, decided to include community
outreach as a component of the program. "Since
PIPP is a voluntary program, we cannot force com
panies to perform community outreach. We could
say, however, that we strongly encourage them to
do so," says Keri Luly, Assistant Manager for the
Office of PoIIution Prevention.
"We told companies that discussing poIIution
prevention was a golden opportunity to talk to
their communities, because they are telling them
good news," says Luly. "But we also told them that
they needed to be prepared, because once they
started the dialogue, they may hear some things
from the community that they hadn't expected.
They must be ready to act upon problems or con·
cerns described by their neighbors. The companies
that are involved in PIPP tend to be progressive,
however, so they are more willing to embark on
community outreach than some other companies."
Participants in PIPP are required to fiII out annual
reports that include questions regarding such out
reach efforts as facility tours or CAPs.
To help PIPP participants that had not yet
taken the initial leap into community outreach
or that wanted to strengthen their programs
!EPA's Office of Pollution Prevention and Office of
Community Relations conducted six seminars on
community relations at locations throughout the
state in May 1995. The seminars, which were co
sponsored by the League of Women Voters of Illi
nois, provided basic information on community
outreach to help PIPP members establish mean
ingful relationships with their communities. lEPA
also works with companies indiVidually to help
them design effective outreach programs.
IEPA grants a "Star Partners Award" to compa
nies that do an outstanding job in pollution pre
vention and that take P2 beyond their own facil
ity boundaries by mentoring IEPA and other
companies, in addition to engaging in community
outreach. Nalco Chemical Company, which has a
facility in Bedford Park, lllinois, is one of seven

Carol J Forrest

PIPP participants that have earned the award.

Conclusion

Nalco is widely recognized as having one of the

The public availability of TRI data has trans

leading community outreach programs in lllinois.

formed the public-industry dialogue about envi

The primary vehicle the company uses to obtain

ronmental performance and pollution prevention.

input from the community is its Community Advi

The past decade has seen a profound shift in ~he

sory Group (CAG), which was formed in 1991. Pol

definition of "the community" to include indus

lution prevention is one of the topics that is dis

trial neighbors. While many members of the pub

cussed by the group. According to Paul Pederson,

lic do not themselves seek out TRI data, opinion

Environmental Superintendent at Nalco's Bedford

polls suggest that Americans believe they have the

Park facility, the CAG has provided feedback to the

right to be informed about-and comment on

company's internal PIPP steering committee and has

the environmental performance of facilities in their

been periodically briefed on the progress of the

communities.
Despite some recent legal and legislative

facility's pollution prevention initiatives.
CAG facilitator Marilyn Rosenzweig, of the

challenges to certain aspects of TRI, the genie is

League of Women Voters of lllinois, says liThe

already out of the bottle. Forward-thinking com

group accomplished what it set out to do-which

panies are engaging in positive and open dia

was to build a communication bridge between the

logues with community residents about all aspects

community and Nalco." In fact, the dialogue was

of environmental performance. Since environ

so successful that by 1994, the CAG members

mental protection is now Widely recognized as a

themselves suggested expanding the group's focus

core value among the majority of Americans, the

to include other industry participants besides

need for companies to communicate with the

Nalco. Says Rosenzweig, liThe members of the CAG

public about environmental issues will no doubt

were so impressed by the openness and honesty of

continue to grow.

Nalco. They felt they learned a lot from them and
wanted to learn more about the other facilities in

Note

the area."

1. In addition to the more than 300 chemicals previously on
the TRJ list, 286 new substances were added to the list on No
vember 30, 1994.

In addition to the CAG, Nalco also engages in
various chemical education endeavors. These ac
tivities include instructing local grade school stu
dents on chemical safety awareness, offering ca
reer gUidance for students interested in science, and
other educational partnerships.
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